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We live in the most extraordinary 
time ever in human history

The exponential impact of evolving technologies presents both 
incredible opportunities and challenges for humankind.
As our lives become more integrated, the pace of 
technology and its collective influence on society, 
industry and the environment, cannot be 
underestimated or undervalued.

Exponential Technologies means that change is 
already happening at an exponential rate. The 
intersection of humanity and technology, and 
their impact on the future of our planet and on the
legacy we leave behind, have led us into 
The Age of the Great Convergence. This is a 
phenomenon predicted to be one of the most 
influential factors governing the future of our planet.

Understanding how to successfully interpret, navigate and 
plan for the impact of what this means for enterprise business, greater 
society and the planet, is at the core of our work at WAVIA.

In The Age of the Great Convergence, the world's leading 
organisations need to be asking 'how might we change to 
adapt to this new future? What does it mean for business, 

broader communities, and the future of our planet? 
How do leading organisations adapt and harness 
human attributes, with the possibilities afforded 

by exponential technology, to impact global, 
national and community change? 

How do you enable your leadership 
teams to take the next step and influence the world 

with this knowledge so as to create #afuturebydesign?

New World.
Revolutionary Thinking.

“The best way to predict 
the future is to invent it”

Alan Kay - Computer Scientist



 Vision Without 
Execution is 

Hallucination
Thomas Edison

Inventor



Why a Futuremakers Summit 
powered by WAVIA and hosted by you? 

Imagine a world where everyone’s needs are met, every human’s potential is maximised and we 

live in total harmony with the Earth and all her inhabitants.  Imagine a world where the UN 

Sustainable Development Goals have been not only reached but surpassed.  The oceans not 

only survive but thrive again. 

It’s all already possible. 

Our experts will facilitate your executive, board, leaders and others you wish to bring, through a 

process that will lead you to explore the future, then design your organisation’s role in it. 

This summit can be themed according to your pressing needs. Together we will mould this 

program to achieve the outcomes you require. 

Are you future ready?  Create your vision and action plan for the future now.



What you will learn
Long Term Thinking
Short term thinking has led us to uncertainty, division, anger and chaos. Long term 
thinking has the ability to unite all peoples, all cultures, all generations. 

Your role in an exponential and abundant future
From convergence to hyper personalisation, how will you lead your not only your teams, 
but your families and communities into an ever-evolving world where the speed of change 
will never be slower than it is in this exact present moment.

How to Ensure a Diverse and Inclusive Future 
Diversity and inclusion were once the domain of specified sections of large corporations 
and governments. Shifting mindsets to create a better future for all is now everyone’s 
responsibility. You cannot change what you do not understand.  

Future Forecasting
To create the future you must imagine it, then bring it to life. This requires courage and 
strategy, teamwork and process, and knowledge of what has come before.

Exponential Growth through Technology
How to create the 10X factor and harness the power of today’s technology, while creating 
that of tomorrow. Disrupt or be disrupted. 



Summit Program

All sessions are interactive. Our presenters will also be in the room for the entire day 
and working with you throughout each session. 

SESSION ACTIVITY DURATION

1 Welcome 15 mins

2 Kyle Hermans, Co-Founder Be Courageous
Courageous Leadership Interactive Session

Courageously step toward a new future for yourself, your 
team, your organization and our for our planet. Your 
Moment of Courage is happening right now, by choosing 
the future over the past. 

90 MIns

3 Tiffany Vora and Dr KC Huang
Evolutionary Leadership: Lessons for the Future from 
Biology - Interactive Session

Just as computers store information as strings of 0s and 1s, 
on Earth, living systems store information in DNA. By 
reading out this information, digital biology is 
revolutionizing human health and wellness, agriculture, 
environmental monitoring and remediation, biofuel 
production, and many other industries.

90 mins

Summit Program

This is a proposed program. Start and end times are adjustable according to your 
preferences. Additional speakers may be included at additional costs as required. 

SESSION ACTIVITY DURATION

4 Break 20 mins

5 David Roberts, Professor Stanford University
The Future Evolution of HumanKind - Keynote
David Roberts will bring an awareness about exponential 
technologies and their impact on your business and policies. 
Take a reality check  and fast-forward into your constantly 
shifting future.

90 mins

6 Break 30 mins

7 Panel Discussion - KH, TV, KCH
This Q&A discussion is set around pulling it all together and 
moving your discoveries forward when you are back in “the 
office” tomorrow.  

45 mins

8 Close



What’s included in the package
Technical support for event delivery

● Engagement of technical professional 
company 1 x day to maintain high standard 
delivery included 

Develop visual identity
● Engagement of brand designer/graphic 

designer to ensure consistency across 
delivery of communication, presentations, 
and event identity included

Program delivery design
● Design of run sheet for program included
● Liaise with speakers, venue, production 

crew, designer included
● Includes pre-production meetings and 

production on the day

Event Delivery 
● Delivery of events to expected professional 

standards
● Production on the day 
● Facilitation of the event 

 

Post Event Evaluation
● Informal report presented to your 

organisation at the conclusion of your 
event

ADDITIONAL
Deliverables Covered: 

● All international speakers will be 
on-site for the duration of the event to 
engage with your members

● Kyle Hermans has offered to host an 
online fireside chat 3-weeks post 
event for members who would like to 
follow-up on the presentation 

*Venue and Catering
● Venue and Catering costs are not 

included in our costings. We are 
happy to liaise with venues and 
caterers on your behalf.

 



Summit Cost
Fee schedule

Inclusions:
All meetings
2 x SingularityU Global Experts Facilitators
3 x SingularityU Global Expert Presenters 
1 x International Expert Presenter
1 x Audio/Visual company
1 x Branding / Graphic Designer

Total Cost: $200,000 + GST AUD

Payment Schedule
Total invoice to be paid at the following intervals:

● 25% upon acceptance and signing
● 25% two months prior to the event
● 25% one month prior to the event
● 25% one week prior to the event

The proposed fee does not include travel and accommodation

 



Our International Expert FUTUREMAKERS:

Christina Gerakiteys - SingularityU Global Expert
As Co-CEO of WAVIA and Founder of UtopiaX, Christina is a sought-after 
speaker, facilitator, and program designer, creating interactive 
educational Xperiences driven by design thinking, purpose, 
engagement, and play. The programs disrupt current mindsets to 
Moonshot thinking, exploring what is possible, rather than what is 
acceptable or limited. Christina has created highly customised programs 
for clients including Deloitte, IAG, Employment Hero, Entrepreneurs 
Organisation, Austrade, Bupa, Investa and Dulux.

Lisa Andrews - SingularityU Global Expert
As Co-CEO of WAVIA Lisa Andrews is currently working on projects with 
international organisations such as Singularity University, United Nations, 
ACTAI, Extreme Tech Challenge and EO. Focusing on solving the world's 
greatest challenges with exponential technologies. As a future maker and 
strategic planner - she sees the first step as achieving the UN Sustainable 
Development Goals, the second creating a vision for the world in the next 
100 years.

David Roberts - SingularityU Global Expert
David Roberts is considered one of the world’s leading expert on 
business disruption, exponential technology and exponential 
leadership. His passion is to help global leaders transform and develop 
new intentions for global good. He was educated as a Harvard M.B.A. 
and M.I.T. B.S. in Computer Science & Engineering and majored in 
Artificial Intelligence and Bio-Computer Engineering. He began his 
career as a military officer and decorated Special Agent. He served as 
Vice President of Singularity University, two-time director of their 
Graduate Studies Program, Singularity Expert, for ten years, and the 
Distinguished Singularity Expert, member for five.

Tiffany Vora - SingularityU Vice Chair of Medicine and Digital Biology
Tiffany J. Vora, PhD, is Faculty and Vice Chair of Digital Biology and 
Medicine at Singularity University and a Nonresident Fellow of the 
GeoTech Center of the Atlantic Council. She holds a PhD in Molecular 
Biology from Princeton University. Dr. Vora has worked in the 
pharmaceutical industry, in academia (including at Stanford University), 
and founded two companies. She is a Board Member of Explore Mars, 
advises companies around the world, and is a member of Homeward 
Bound's international community of women STEM leaders.

Dr. KC Huang - Professor Stanford University
KC Huang, Ph.D. is a Professor in the Departments of Bioengineering and 
Microbiology & Immunology at Stanford University, Director of Stanford's 
Biophysics Graduate Program, and a Board Member at the Aspen Center 
for Physics. He has been awarded the NIH Director’s New Innovator Award, 
the NSF CAREER Award, and other prestigious international awards and 
fellowships. Dr. Huang has published more than 150 papers in the world's 
leading scientific journals and was named one of Science News’s Top 10 
Scientists to Watch in 2017. He promotes mentorship and diversity in 
science through DEI leadership roles at Stanford and the Aspen Center for 
Physics.

Kyle Hermans - SingularityU Global Expert
Kyle Hermans is Co-Founder and CEO of Be Courageous, the global digital 
first business consultancy - unlocking the breakthroughs necessary in 
culture, strategy, technology and Innovation to build and transform the 
world’s most ambitious and courageous leaders and brands. Kyle is 
Co-Founder of Digitized.Live guiding organizations to successful digital 
transformation and impact and a Council member of the Forbes Business 
council of San Francisco.

https://www.su.org/experts/christina-gerakiteys
https://www.su.org/experts/lisa-andrews
https://www.su.org/experts/david-roberts
https://www.su.org/experts/tiffany-j-vora
https://profiles.stanford.edu/kerwyn-huang
https://www.su.org/experts/kyle-hermans


Project Lead and Facilitator
Christina Gerakiteys christina@wavia.global 
Singularity Education Expert

Significant Expert and Partner Contributors 
Lisa Andrews Facilitator
Singularity Education Expert

Kyle Hermans Presenter
Singularity Education Expert

Tiffany Vora Presenter 
Singularity Education Expert

Dr. KC Huang Presenter 
Stanford University

Project Coordinator
Hayley Neil hayley@wavia.global

Contact Information

https://www.linkedin.com/in/christinagerakiteys/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/lisajjandrews/
https://www.su.org/experts/kyle-hermans
https://www.su.org/experts/tiffany-j-vora
https://liveforever.club/resources/kc-huang
https://www.linkedin.com/in/hayleyrneil/


Joanna Marsh
GM, Innovation & Advanced Analytics

Working with WAVIA (SingularityU Australia) has been amazing. We collaborated together 
to create a transformative Innovation Strategy that we can use to boldly drive change in 
the real estate industry.
 
It is such an exciting time in real estate.  There is change, disruption, opportunity all 
around us. And WAVIA brought an external, global and exponential perspective that 
challenged us to broaden our horizons.
 
The team delivered well beyond my expectations, and I'm thrilled. They are extremely 
flexible and highly responsive to feedback. If you are lucky enough to have the opportunity 
to work with WAVIA and this team, take it. And enjoy the ride!

References



Katerina Karanikolopoulos
Strategy Director APAC

I participated in a WAVIA (SingularityU Australia) executive program on the 
recommendation of my leader. As a corporate strategist, my day job involves looking into 
the future, so a small part of me coming into the program questioned “I’m so busy, is this a 
good use of my time?”, “will I learn anything new?”

Yet, standing still to immerse myself in the program helped me go faster with a clearer 
path. I departed the program with a new perspective on how fast the future is coming 
upon us, and inspired by the far-reaching potential of exponential technologies to help 
solve the wicked problems of the world.  Now I am on a path from insight to action to 
design the future.



Jason Bender +61413440022 jabender@deloitte.com.au 
Role: Partner - Head of Innovation - Strategy and Transformation Office
Relevance: Our biggest client key contact

Timothy Boyle +61297179009 timothyb@ansto.gov.au
Role: Director Innovation and Commercialisation
Relevance: Gold member of SingularityU Australia and Faculty member

mailto:jabender@deloitte.com.au
mailto:timothyb@ansto.gov.au


Additional Offerings
Bespoke Programs are customised to transform, empower, inspire
and educate a new generation of leaders to leverage exponential technologies 
and impact global change. Our premium custom programs offer leaders from 
the world’s most progressive organisations, the unique opportunity to 
collaborate directly with today’s most innovative futurists, changemakers and 
visionaries to create an action plan for change. Guided by our world-leading 
experts, we can move you through Moonshot Ideation to Execution. 

We are proud to present fully customised programs designed 
specifically to your needs and to your brief that focus on determining a 
positive and abundant future. We assist organisations uncover, then design, 
new business opportunities for growth and global impact. How?

● Together we will co-create a calendar of learning for your 
organisation or help you solve specific business challenges. We do 
this through exploring the converging and emerging technologies of 
the future.

● We help you develop a new product line or service offering, identify 
potential disruptions in your industry, acquire or merge with 
potential emerging companies or technologies, and/or create a 
bespoke innovation strategy to embed into your business plan. 

● Your mindset is critical when it comes to embracing exponential 
change and innovation. Set a mindset of leadership and courage.

● Our global team of experts help drive internal transformation, 
change your position in the market, and/or position you as a 
thought leader with your clients.

Converging Exponential Technologies



Custom
Programs

Exponential Change
Hyperconvergence

Global Impact

Bespoke Pathways to Harness Exponential Innovation

Executive 
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Bespoke 
Perspective

Exponential 
Trends + Tech 

Insights 

United 
Nations SDGs

Identified 
Growth 

Opportunities

Futures
Roadmap

Customised 
Digital

Transformation 
Framework

Empowered
Future-Ready

Leadership

New
Strategic
Alliances

Future
Business
Models

Innovation
Strategy

Mobilise
New

Ecosystems

Have a ripple effect that will impact 1 Billion lives by 2030



Who we’ve worked with

Christina Gerakiteys | Co-CEO
christina@wavia.global
+61 425 236 156

Lisa Andrews | Co-CEO
lisa@wavia.global
+61 429 990 663

Adam Dobson | COO
adam@wavia.global
+61 414 565 248

5 Patrick Street, Merewether NSW 2291, Australia

We’d love to chat 
and see how we 
assist you become 
#futuremakers and 
#changemakers. 

Become a #futuremaker


